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CHAPTER 4

An Unsupervised Approach For Selection of Candidate Feature Set

Using Filter Based Techniques

4.1 Unsupervised Approach

Unsupervised training is a ML approach, where supervising the learning model is

not required. Those models function themselves on the basis of their own observations.

Those models primarily handle the data which do not have any label. Unsupervised

approaches permit us to solve multiplexed processing jobs compared to supervised

approaches. Although, these can offer uncertain results compared withidsome of the

natural methods. The actual task of an unsupervised approach is to merge scattered data

points as per the closeness features among them and separate them without any advanced

training.

The main cause of utilizing unsupervised approaches are:

● Unsupervised ML discovers all types of unrevealed samples in data.

● Unsupervised methods assist in identifying useful features for grouping.

● These approaches can be used in real-time. So, all the input data to be examined

and labeled in the presence of learners.

● It is uncomplicated to get unrevealed data from a computer than stamped (labeled)

data, which requires human involvement.

Clustering is the chief topic when we reach an unsupervised approach. Clustering

primarily involves identifying a pattern in a group of unordered data. Clustering methods

will operate on data and identify groups if they present in the data. It is also possible to

change the number of groups that algorithms should detect.

There are a few clustering techniques in the literature. Those includes:

K-Means Clustering:

In this type, the unlabeled examples are grouped into predefined numbers(K).

However, identifying the optimal K value is not an easy task. It requires much
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computation as data point size increases. In the current research also K-Means clustering

is applied to form the subset of features [89].

Hierarchical Clustering – in this type, data points are grouped in the parent and child

fashion. Later, those groups can be divided individually [90].

Probabilistic Clustering – In this type, based on probability scale, data points are

separated into multiple groups [91].

These are not limited types of clustering techniques. In the literature, several

advanced clustering methods are proposedidby theidresearchers. In this research, for one of

the essential tasks, K-means is applied, which is enough for the research results.

Based on this theory, a feature selection approach is introduced in this research.

K-Meansidclustering technique is appliedidto theidfeature score, which is derived from

filter-based techniques such as Chi-Squareid(Chi), Grain Ratio (GR), Informationidgain

(IG), and Relief (Rel) to form a similar group of features.

IG is explained as information obtained by collecting the feature relevance score,

which can be calculated as

IG(X/Y)=H(Class)-H(Class/Attribute) (1)

A simple example is given here to calculate the IG value of a continuous feature

with the entropy. Assume a1 and a2 are two attributes, and it has a class label that has two

values, i.e. Y and N.

a1    a2    Class

1    5    Y

1    5    Y

1    5    Nid

1    6    N id

2    6    N id

2    6    Y

2    7    Y

3    7    Y

3    7    Y
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3    8    N

3    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

There are 16 examples in the data set, out of which 12 examples belong to Y class

remaining are N class. The entropy of class(x0 can be calculated as.

Entropy(x)=  − ∫ p ( x ) log ( p ( x ) )

H(class)   = -4/16(log(4/16)) - 12/16(log(12/16))

H(Class|Attribute)   =  H(a1|Class)+H(a2|Class)

H(a1|Class) or H(a1) =  e1+e2+e3+e4

1...>Total: 4 (2 Y + 2 N)  -2/4(log(2/4)-2/4(log(2/4) ...> (e1)

2...>Total: 3 (2 Y + 1 N)  -2/3(log(2/3)-1/3(log(1/3) ...> (e2)

3...>Total: 4 (3 Y + 1 N)  -3/4(log(3/4)-1/4(log(1/4) ...> (e3)

4...>Total :5 (5 Y) -5/5(log(5/5)  ...............> (e4)

Entropy(a1 ) =  H(class)  - H(a1|Class)

GR is theid non-symmetricalidmeasure that is introduced to adjust theidbias of the IG [12]. It

can be given by

GR =(H(Class)-H(Class|Attribute))/H(Attribute) (2)

Chi is an alternative method used more frequently [60]. It measures the value of a feature

by calculating the valueidof the chi-squaredidstatistic concerning the class. The primary

hypothesis H0 is an assumption thatidthe two featuresidare not related to each other, and the

below formula evaluates it:

(3)χ2 =
𝑖=1

𝑟
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Oij: is the frequency observed.

Eij: is the frequency of the expected.

The higher the score of , the higher the evidence againstidthe hypothesisidH0 is.χ2

Rel attribute evaluation [61], measures the value of a feature by iteratively sampling a

record of the data set and accounting theidvalue of theidgiven feature for theidnearest record

of the same andiddifferent class

4.2 Nbcluster using Elbow

Deciding the more favorable numberidof clusters in a dataidset is an elementary

subject in forming the clusters. In the K-means clustering approach, users need to pass

the K value to form the K clusters. But, what is the optimal value for K ?. There is no

proper answer to this question. The more favorable number of clusters depends on the

approach employed for calculating similarity and the factors used for separation. By

looking into the dendrograms generated by a hierarchical approach, a simple solution can

be found to decide the optimal number of clusters, but this is also subjective. Better than

this, in literature, a method called Elbow is proposed based on calculating within-cluster

sums of squares[68].

Recollect the fundamental scheme of the clustering method of K-means, is to

form the clusters so that the total within-cluster sum of squares (WSS) is reduced. The

WSS computes the closeness of the Clustering, and it should be as minimum as possible.

The Elbow approach focuses on the total WSS as a basis of the number of clusters. The

best number of cluster values can be chosen so that by addition of any other cluster does

not increase better total WSS.

Steps to find the optimal clusters using the Elbow method are given below [68].

1. Calculate the clustering algorithm for diverse values of k (say 1 to 10).

2.  Estimate the 𝜮wss for all K.

3. According to the K value plot the curve.
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4. The position of a bend (knee) in the plot is normally consideredidas an indicatoridof the

optimal numberidof clusters.

An example of such a plot is given in Figure 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2.1. Example of Elow method result

In the above Figure 1. The X-axis contains theidnumber ofidclusters(K). Y-axis

contains 𝜮wss. For each K value, 𝜮wss is pointed. For K value 4, a knee bend is

observed so, in the above case, the optimalidnumber ofidclusters can be 4.

The sample code to know the optimalidnumber of clusters is given below.

library (NbClust) # NbClust library is to be installed

data <- read.csv("exampledata.csv")

optimal_cluster <- NbClust(iddata, iddistance = "ideuclidean", idmin.nc = 2,idmax.nc =

10, method = "kmeans")

min.nc is the minimum number of clusters and max.nc is the minimum number of

clusters. Data is an object which carries the dataset. The variable optimal_cluster holds

the result.
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4.3 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

MLP is one of the most popular classification techniques. After grouping the

features in various clusters, to identify the strong among them, MLP has been employed

to each group. In the MLP, there can be more than one linear layer (combinations of

neurons), as shown in Figure 3. If we consider an easy example, in the 3-layer network,

the last layer will be the output. In the middle, there will be a hidden layer, and the first

layer is called an input layer. First input data will be passed to the input layer, and output

is collected from the output layer. The size of the hidden layer can be increased

depending on the complexity of the problem. MLP uses backpropagationidas part of its

learningidphase. The nodes useida non-linearidactivation function (Basically, theyidturn each

other on) MLP'sidare fullyidconnected (each hidden node is connected to each input node).

Figure 4.3.1: MLP Structure

Based on the minimum Root Mean Square Error rate (RMSE) given by MLP, the

strong cluster is selected. The overall accuracyidof the prediction error canidbe represented

in scalaridquantity accordingidto meanidsquare error (MSE) criterionidor root meanidsquare

errorid(RMSE), percentage RMSE as in the following formulation.
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4.4 Proposed Methodology (UFS)

The objective of this research is to suggest the finest subset of features. For this,

Initially, a number of instances belonging to the various class labels are balanced using

the popular SMOTE approach, which functions on the KNN method[71,72]. In the

second level, relevance scores of all features are derived by filter-based ranking methods

such as IG, Rel, Chi, and GR are stored. With this process, a new data space with four

features is formed. The number of instances in the newly formed data space is equal to

the number of features in the initial dataset.

The chosen approaches (GR, Rel, CHI, IG) are ranking algorithms based on

information theory [74]. These approaches award the weight(score) and rank to every

feature, according to the worth of information a feature has.

In the literature, few FS methods such as Consistency SubsetidEvaluator, CFS

SubsetidEvaluator, and ClassifieridSubset Evaluator are also available. Those methods give

the candidate subset on the basis of the induction algorithm and searching process

employed. Those are costly in termsidof computation timeidand consumption of

memory[75].

To avoid the overfitting problem, the unsupervised dataset(which has no class

label) is normalized by applying the Min-Max theory. Normalizing the data set before

applying any clustering is important because data points are separated based on the sum

of square distance. If the values of features are not in the same range, we may get adverse

results. Min-Max technique is as follows:
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NVi=[vi−minimum(v) / (maximum(v)−minimum(x)) ] * Predefined Boundary

(5)

where v=(v1,...,vn) and vi is ith normalized data.

Predefined Boundary varies depending on the data set considered.

An example of Min-Max calculation is given in Figure 4.4.1.

Figure 4.4.1. Example of Min-Max calculation

After normalizing the dataset, K-Means clustering is applied to it to form the

cluster of features. Here Elbow method is employed to know the best K value.

After the process of clustering features, which are having similar qualities

grouped in the same cluster, which means the weak features will be in one group, average

features in another group, and strong features in some other group based on the distance

among them. We need not focus on all clusters. We require only a strong cluster. To

identify strong clusters among K-clusters, MLPidis employed to eachidcluster. On the basis

of the minimum RMSE rate, the best cluster is identified. Features in the best cluster are
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designated as the strong subset. The same procedure is presented algorithmically in

Figure 4.4.2.

Algorithm

Figure 4.4.2 :Flowchart of proposed methodology.

Pseudocode of the above algorithm is:

D: Initial dataset (D f1 to fn)

Dm: Balanced dataset

DNorm: Normalized dataset

Dm= SMOTE(D)

IGScore=InfoGain(Dm)
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GRScore=GainRatio(Dm)

CHIScore=ChiSquared(Dm)

RELScore=Relief(Dm)

DNorm: min-max(IGScore,GRScore,CHIScore,RELScore)

N=Elbow(DNorm)

Di=K-Means(DNorm) for i=N Where ‘N’ is the optimal cluster recommended by Elbow

RMSEi=MLP(Di)

Best_Cluster= minimum(RMSEi)

4.5 Example

Assume there are ten features in the initial balanced dataset. Their score by

filter-based methods GR, IG, CHI, and Rel is like in Table 4.5.1.

From Table 1, it can be observed that the score drawn by each method is not in the

same range. This means the score derived by GR, IG, and Rel are in between 0 to 1,

whereas the CHI score is in a few hundred, it may affect the formation of clusters. So

these values are required to be normalized. To do this, the Min-Max normalization

technique is applied. The right side portion of Table 1 shows the normalized data.

Table 4.5.1. Sample attribute's score and normalized by the filter-based method

Attribute's score Normalized Score

FNO GR IG Chi Rel GR IG Chi Rel

1 0.35 0.41 216 0.20 1 1 1 1

2 0.29 0.29 214 0.195 0.67 0.4 0.98 0.95
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3 0.27 0.28 190 0.16 0.56 0.35 0.78 0.64

4 0.26 0.27 180 0.15 0.50 0.30 0.69 0.55

5 0.25 0.26 150 0.14 0.44 0.25 0.44 0.45

6 0.24 0.25 120 0.13 0.39 0.20 0.18 0.36

7 0.22 0.24 110 0.13 0.28 0.15 0.09 0.36

8 0.21 0.23 105 0.12 0.22 0.10 0.05 0.27

9 0.19 0.22 103 0.11 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.18

10 0.17 0.21 99 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

To get the best value of K, the Elbow method is applied to Table 1 normalized

data set. Assume the Elbow method is suggested K=3. Then, generate 3 clusters by

employing K -Means to the unsupervised dataset(Table 1 normalized data set). Then

classify each cluster using MLP and note its RMSE rate. On the basis of its performance,

designate the best cluster. Table 4.5.2 displays the features grouped in each cluster and

RMSE  rate produced by MLP.

Table 4.5.2.Cluster of features and RMSE rate

Cluster Id (Cid) Features in it RMSE

C1 1, 2, 3 0.409

C2 7, 8, 9 0.423

C3 4, 5, 6 0.315

Cluster 3 (C3) has recorded the lowest error rate so that C3 is considered as a strong

group, and features in their (4, 5, 6) are considered as the strong subset. In this way, the

advantage of the wrapper method is drawn using the filter-based methods.
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4.6 Experimental Results and Comparisons

The experiment is demonstrated using the weka machine learning tool and R

statistical programming language with all default settings for trainingidand testing the

classificationidaccuracy [92, 93]. The proposedidmethod performance is compared with

some of the traditional filter rankingidmethods. For this, top 'N' numbers of features

suggested by them are taken. Here 'N' is the size of the strong cluster. For example, when

the proposed method is applied to a Biodegradation dataset, it was suggested a cluster

with 11 features. So, the top 11 features given by existing methods are taken. The features

given by the proposed method and existing methods are not the same, but there might be

few common features. Only collecting the features is not sufficient, the strength of the

features can be estimated after applying the classification technique with them. For this

purpose, four differentidtypes of classification algorithmsidare applied, namely Naive Bayes

(NB), J48, Jrip, and KNN. The proposed method is tested using six datasets available in

the open community. Those are: Biodegradation dataset which has 41 features in it,

Sonar data set with 60 features in it, Spambase data set which has 57 attributes in it,

Movement libras which has 90 features, Ionosphere data set with 34 features in it and

popular KDD data set which has 40 features in it. The detailed descriptionidof these

dataidsets is also given in chapter 1 also.

The rest of the portion discusses the subset's outcomes generated by the proposed

approach over the different data sets using said classification techniques with the possible

illustration. Every in the below section is divided into two parts (left and right). The left

side portion contains the K value, which is the optimal number of clusters given by

Elbow, cluster-id (CID), number of features (F) in each cluster, RMSE rate given by

MLP. The right side portion consists of each classification technique's accuracy, which is
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calculated using a confusion matrix. The result analysis of all methods is given in Table

4.6.1.

Table 4.6.1. Result Analysis [94]

Data set: Bio Degradation

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

5

C1 .4143 10 C2 77.61 84.83 84.47 83.47 82.59

C2 .3559 11 IG 77.61 83.90 83.40 83.47 82.09

C3 .4521 11 GR 77.53 85.05 81.83 82.68 81.77

C4 .4997 1 CHI 78.82 84.12 83.54 83.54 82.50

C5 .3731 8 REL 77.46 85.55 84.40 84.12 82.88

Data set: Sonar

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

4 C1 .4092 35 C2 72.93 76.60 71.10 80.27 75.22

C2 .4076 18 IG 69.26 76.60 81.19 86.23 78.32

C3 .4509 5 GR 68.34 75.68 70.18 79.81 73.5

C4 .4141 2 CHI 68.34 78.44 77.98 85.32 77.5

REL 67.88 77.52 77.98 88.53 77.97
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Data set:  Spambase

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

2

C1 .3675 38 C2 88.70 93.48 92.67 90.27 91.28

C2 .2559 19 IG 88.70 93.48 92.67 90.27 91.28

GR 76.43 91.66 90.52 89.57 87.04

CHI 88.70 93.48 92.67 90.27 91.28

REL 74.20 90.90 90.22 89.01 86.08

Data set:  Movement Libras

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

4

C1 .2253 16 C3 55 64.72 46.66 82.22 62.15

C2 .16 26 IG 51.94 64.16 48.05 76.94 60.27

C3 .15 32 GR 47.77 60.27 49.16 75 58.05

C4 .20 16 CHI 49.16 62.22 47.5 77.77 59.16

REL 51.66 60.55 45 78.83 59.01

Data set: Ionosphere

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

2

C1 .2302 23 C1 86.85 89.43 87.06 94.61 89.48

C2 .3503 22 IG 86.85 89.43 87.06 94.61 89.48
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GR 87.28 89.87 87.28 93.96 89.59

CHI 86.85 89.43 87.06 94.61 89.48

REL 86.42 89.87 85.99 94.18 89.11

Data set: KDD

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

2

C1 .147 25 C2 91.58 99.59 99.48 98.86 97.37

C2 .135 15 IG 89.21 99.64 99.57 98.41 96.70

GR 89.11 99.54 99.51 98.76 96.73

CHI 89.21 99.64 99.57 98.41 96.70

REL 89.85 99.11 99.51 99.10 96.89`

Elbow method has suggested 5 clusters (K) when it is applied to a Bio

Degradation dataset. Out of 5 clusters, the C2 cluster has 11 features, and its RMSE error

rate is lesser than remaining clusters, so it is identified as the strong cluster, and features

in it are designated as a strong subset. The actual data set consists of 41 features. The

proposed method suggested 11 strong features. The subset of features given by the

proposed approach displayed improved results than all traditional approaches using Jrip.

Also, C2 recorded better results than existing IG and CHI with J48. C2 noticed little

improvement than existing GR and Rel, and it is also competing with IG with NB

classifier. Recorded competitive accuracy with IG and GR using IBK. The graphical

representation of the result of Biodegradation shown in Figure 4.6.1.
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Figure 4.6.1. Graphical representation of Biodegradation

Features given by existing filter methods and proposed methods over the Bio

Degradation dataset are given below Table 4. The number given in each cell is the feature

id of the dataset. Top 11 features derived by existing methods are included in the Table

4.6.2.

Table 4.6.2. Features extracted by traditional and proposed methods over the Bio

Degradation dataset.

GR IG CHI REL Proposed

25 36 36 25 11

36 27 27 30 3

41 7 22 37 9

3 22 39 13 1

20 39 1 1 6

6 1 7 39 10
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17 3 3 38 8

21 33 33 17 7

1 23 23 10 2

33 5 15 27 5

7 41 5 15 4

The graphical representation of the Sonar data set is shown in Figure 4.6.2. The

proposed approach derived 18 best features from 60 features when applied to the Sonar

data set. The best number of clusters suggested by the Elbow is 4. Out of 4 clusters, the

C2 cluster with 18 features recorded a minimum RMSE rate. So, C2 is selected as the

strong cluster, and those cluster features are designated as a strong subset. With those

features, the proposed approach displayed improved accuracy than existing GR with Jrip.

Also, C2, competing with existing GR and IG with J48. The features of C2 performed

better than all existing methods with NB. It also noticed competitive results than GR with

IBK.

Figure 4.6.2. Graphical representation of Sonar data set
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The graphical representation of the Spambase data set is given in Figure 4.6.3.

The initial data set contains 57 features. After applying the proposed approach, 19

features have been derived. The Elbow method has suggested 2 clusters (K), a cluster id

C2, which has 19 features displayed minimum RMSE, so C2 cluster is selected as the

strong cluster, and features in it are selected as a strong subset. The features of C2

performed better with all the classifiers when compared with existing filter methods.

Figure 4.6.3. Graphicalidrepresentation of the Spambase data set

The graphical representation over the Movement Libras dataset is given in Figure

4.6.4. Out of 90 features, 32 features have been derived. The Elbow method suggested K

value as 4, Out of 4 clusters, a cluster id C3 has 32 features in it, and MLP 's RMSE rate

is recorded minimum with those features, so C3 is selected as the strong group, and

features in it are chosen as the informative subset. When the classification technique is

applied to the Movement Libras data set, informative features derived by the proposed

method have appeared better than all other existing filter methods using J48, NB, and

IBK.
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Figure 4.6.4. Graphicalidrepresentation of the Movement Libras Results

The graphical representation result over the Ionosphere dataset is given in Figure

4.6.5. Out of 34 features, 23 features have been derived. The Elbow method suggested K

value as 2, Out of 2 clusters, a cluster id C1 has 23 features in it, and MLP 's RMSE

rate is recorded minimum with those features, so C1 is selected as the strong group, and

features in it are chosen as the informative subset. When the classification technique is

applied to the Ionosphere data set, informative features generated by the proposed

method recorded competitive results than CHI, IG, and REL with NB, Jrip, and J48. With

IBK the proposed approach displayed better results than all existing methods.

The graphical representation result over the KDD dataset is given in Figure 4.6.6.

Out of 40 features, 15 features have been derived. The Elbow method suggested K value

as 2, Out of 2 clusters, a cluster id C2 has 15 features in it, and MLP 's RMSE rate is

recorded minimum with those features, so C2 is selected as the strong group, and features

in it are chosen as the informative subset. When the classification technique is applied to

the KDD dataset, informative features given by the proposed method noticed competitive

performance than existing REL and GR with J48. With NB, the proposed technique
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performed better results than all traditionalidmethods. With IBK, it is also noticed that the

proposed approach is competing with traditional CHI, GR, and IG.

Figure 4.6.5. Graphicalid representation of the Ionosphere results

Other Comparisons:

The proposed work is compared with few of the state of art feature selection

algorithms that are published during the year 2014 to 2017 [93]. The proposed method

average accuracy over the Sonar dataset is 75.22 %, whereas bGWO, 2016 recorded

73.1% accuracy[100] and GCNC, 2015 displayed 76.33%, whereas the proposed method

is displayed 76.6% accuracy with J48 and 80.27% with IBK. The proposed method

average accuracy over the ionosphere dataset is 89.48%, whereas QIFS, 2017 [98]

recorded 86.69 %, and UFSACO, 2014 displayed 88.61 % accuracy[99]. The proposed

method average accuracy over spam base is 91.28%, whereas UFSACO, 2014 achieved

87.92%, GCACO, 2015 recorded 88.38%, GCNC, 2015 displayed 88.21% MOEA/D,

2015 performed 88.48% [101]. The authors proposed an ensembled Correlationid based

featureidselection (CFS) and a Bat algorithmid(BA) called CFS-BA in the year 2019 [95].
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The authors applied CFS-BA to the KDD data set. CFS-BA achieved 98.8% with the

decision tree, whereas the proposed method in this research recorded 99.59% accuracy.

Figure 4.6.6.  Graphical representation result over the KDD dataset

4.7 Summary

In this research contribution, an unsupervised feature selection method operating

on a filter based ranking approach has been discussed. First, a balanced data set after

applying SMOTE (if the data set is not balanced) is chosen, then four basic filter methods

are evaluated. Each feature in the data set relevance score is recorded to form the

unsupervised data set. The data set is then normalized to bring the values of all the

features in the same range. After that, the normalized data set is grouped into a finite

number of optimal clusters. The number of features in each cluster is minimized after

this task. MLP is applied to each cluster of features, and based on its lowest RMSE rate,

the best cluster is designated. The best cluster of features is examined with four different

classifiers such as NB, Jrip, J48, and IBK over six public domain datasets then compared

with existing filter methods. As a result of this method, approximately 35-40% (Average
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of all) of features are chosen for classification tasks. Therefore, the consumption of

memory can be reduced, and the accuracy of classification can be accelerated.

The proposed approach noticed 83.33% competitive rate than IG and GR, i.e., out

of 6 datasets, the proposed method average classification accuracy of all classifiers is

competing over five datasets. It also displayed a 66% competitive rate than the

Chi-Squared attribute evaluator. Out of 6 datasets, the average classification accuracy of

all classifiers for the proposed method is competing over four datasets and also displayed

a 50% competitive rate than Relief. Out of 6 datasets, the proposed method average

classification accuracy of all classifiers is competing over three datasets.

The features that are drawn by proposed and existing methods are evaluated with

NB, Jrip, J48, and IBK. The accuracy of the traditional method over the individual

algorithm was compared with the proposed method. Each classifier had 24 comparisons

(4 traditional methods and six datasets). In the case of Jrip, 13 times its accuracy is

recorded positive, so a 55% success rate is displayed. J48 stood 16 times positive, so 66%

success rate is recorded. NB displayed 21 times positive accuracy, so its success rate is

88%. IBK success rate is 75%, as its accuracy is displayed 18 times better.


